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Deliverance of the Brain The Battle Cry Christian Ministries Deliverance of the Brain is without a doubt, a masterpiece. Reading it will add value to your brain. It brings to the fore,
the depth of your intellectual endowment and shows you what it takes to obtain, and experience and retain sound mental health. While this book will show you how to maximize
your mental capacity, it will also lead you unto deliverance from every form of mental aﬄiction. This book will move every reader forward. It will put an end to every activity of the
enemy in the area of the brain Prayer Rain Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proﬀers fail-proof prayers for
breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Proﬁtable sales, Divine favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones,
Victory in Court, Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine health guarantees,
Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more. Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it
right could make a diﬀerence between who sinks or swims in the river of life. Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual.
Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points. POWER AGAINST DREAM CRIMINALS The Battle
Cry Christian Ministries It is here at last, the deliverance manual for addressing dream battles and nightmares. By the time a person is 60 years old, he would have spent 20 years
sleeping and dreaming. Your dreams are your spiritual monitoring system. Many do not know what is happening to their lives because, they do not understand their dreams. The
land of slumber is as important as life itself. Dreams from God are to: assure, encourage, comfort, direct, instruct, guide, exhort, correct, warn or reveal the plan and purposes of
God. Satanic dreams are noted for their absurdity, emptiness, harassment and punishment by dream criminals. This book teaches you how to understand your dreams and how to
deal with your dream battles. This book is a must for every serious Christian home. Read it and pray the prayer points therein and your life will no longer remain the same. Prayer
Warfare Against 70 Mad Spirits The Battle Cry Christian Ministries In these times, the enemy of man ha released an array of wicked, raging spirits against mankind. these spirits are
resolute, ﬁerce and unrelenting in their daily assaults on man. Unless a counter initiative is put into operation, many will be torn apart. Indeed, many are being gradually destroyed
by these powers..... This powerful prayer manual gives you facilities to arrest these raging spirits. The prayer points in this book targets 70 diﬀerent spirits robbing you from your
destiny. The book is an essential tool for prayer warriors.. Biblical Principles of Dream Interpretation Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries Throughout the scriptures, we have
discovered some outstanding characters who remain symbols of excellence till date. The characters attained great feats and broke new ground after experiencing a life changing
encounter with God. The author, with the pen of a ready-writer skilfully draws powerful principles from their experiences. These principles are laid bare for the modern day Christian
to apply in their personal walk with God. This book will help you experience the divine presence which will move your life forward. You would receive spiritual vision. The way of
divine encounter will take you to a realm where demons will see you and tremble and evil powers will be frightened stiﬀ when they discover the transforming power of an encounter
with God. The book will ﬂag oﬀ a new passion for God in your life. Dealing with Witchcraft Barbers Possessing the Tongue of Fire Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries Possessing
The Tongue of Fire is a book vomited by the Holy Ghost to enable the reader discover the awesome power that resides in an anointed tongue. There are open secrets on how to
vomit ﬁre on the camp of the enemy and execute vengeance on unrepentant foes. There are easy to follow guidelines on possessing the tongue of ﬁre, retaining the tempo of your
spiritual ﬁre and becoming a ﬁrebrand in your generation. The style is unique, the exposition of the scriptures is edifying, the testimonies are compelling and the challenges are
capable of jostling the reader out of complacency into dynamism. The book you have in your hand will motivate you to rise up and possess the tongue of ﬁre that is needed to stand
out in this generation. There are also ﬁre prayers Deliverance For The Head Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries Your head is the symbol of your glory. It can be caged. It can be
perverted. It can be polluted. This book covers how your head can be delivered Bewitchment must die Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries Bewitchment must die Are you
operating under powers beyond your control? Do you make unexplainable mistakes? Do you fail even when all that should make you succeed is in place? Are you disoriented,
confused and clumsy? Then you are bewitched and need to be delivered fast. But how? Read this book carefully and pray the prayer points aggressively to defeat bewitchment. The
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Jehu Prayers Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries/ The Battle Cry Christian Ministries The devil has used the dragnet of witchcraft to hold on to the world. The revival of satanism
on the face of the earth is a sign of desperation. Right now the children of darkness have opened their doors to train men in wickedness. There is an enemy that hates mankind and
his progress with perfect hatred. This enemy is known as witchcraft. To confront this spirit,we must be ruthless towards it. Operation Jehu is catch and destroy, throw and destroy,
cage and destroy. Who Art Thou ? Smite the Enemy and He will Flee The Battle Cry Christian Ministries The book contains life-transforming and destiny changing messages such like:
The weapon of the dust; dealing with the queen of heaven; eaters of ﬂesh and drinkers of blood; the whispering lizard; prisoners of local alters and ﬁghting from heaven. In
addition, there are one thousand prayer points to dismantle and destroy malignant powers of darkness. Candidates of Bewitchment Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries
Bewitchment has assumed an epidemic proportion now. Unfortunately a lot of people are ignorant of their true state. They believe that they know what they are doing whereas they
have completely lost control of their lives. These individuals hobnob with their own very enemies and praise those destroying them. If you are still living below the standard of God
for your life, or you are struggling against a force you can neither understand nor master, know that there is bewitchment in place. This book shows you the way of escape. Seasons
of Life The Battle Cry Christian Ministries The Mystery of the Mobile Temple The Battle Cry Christian Ministries The Mystery Of The Mobile Temple is a rare book. It is God's spiritual
tonic for those who need rejuvenation and revival. It is the sword of ﬁre with which the reader can demolish dark structures. This uncommon book is specially packaged, clearly
presented and completely simpliﬁed to turn spiritual dwarfs to giants, victims to victors, as well as weaklings to champions. The revelations contained in this book will teach your
ﬁngers to war and your hands to ﬁght. Dominion Prosperity The Battle Cry Christian Ministries Dominion Prosperity addresses a type of prosperity that is unique in every sense. It
highlights the keys to prosperity and wealth, portrays the essence of biblical prosperity and shows the reader the pathways to enduring wealth. In this book, the author reveals the
steps out of poverty into prosperity. Be Prepared Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries Be Prepared. It is not diﬃcult to know that only very few people think. While thinking may
look quite natural, it is a very hard work and sometimes a very dangerous assignment. Only very few people do serious thinking, and even fewer people engage in serious
meditation. Most people have not bothered to ask themselves where they came from. Have you ever thought of that? Where is your origin? These and other similar questions with
their answers as given by the word of God is the subject matter of this book. Please read on and be blessed as you witness a transforming change from within. Revival The Battle Cry
Christian Ministries There is urgent need for revival in the church as body and in the lives of individual Christian. A Christian must hunger and thirst for spiritual growth. Many
Christians are in a state of spiritual slumber. We must wake up or end up in hell. When there is revival, people show concern for where they will spend eternity; they begin to hunger
and thirst after God in earnest. To make heaven, Christians must make every necessary sacriﬁce to get revived. This book is a wake-up call for those who are in spiritual slumber. It
is a pointer to the part we must take and the pitfalls we must avoid if we must be revived. One thing is sure, if you digest the contents of this book and say the prayers with your
whole heart, you will know, and neighbours will testify that something new has happed in your life. Praying by the Blood of Jesus Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries Praying by
the blood of Jesus is highly crucial in spiritual warfare. The power in the blood of the Lamb is the ultimate. No power supersedes it. The blood has been shed. But it must be
appropriated and applied. You have the checkbook but you must write the check, This book will teach you how to apply this principle and technique.
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